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Abstract
We propose a numerical methodology for detecting periodicities in un-

known colored noise and for evaluating the ‘significance levels’ (p-values) of
the test statistics. The procedure assumes and leverages the existence of a set
of time series obtained under the null hypothesis (a null training sample, NTS)
and possibly complementary side information. The test statistic is computed
from a standardized periodogram, which is a pointwise division of the peri-
odogram of the series under test to an averaged periodogram obtained from the
NTS. The procedure provides accurate p-values estimation through a dedicated
Monte Carlo procedure. While the methodology is general, our application is
here exoplanet detection. The proposed methods are benchmarked on astro-
physical data.

Introduction
The detection of periodic signals is an old topic in which there are
persistent problems that still hold, such as the control of the signifi-
cance levels of detection tests when the noise is colored and the time
series is irregularly sampled. Indeed, the irregular sampling creates
dependencies between the periodograms ordinates which complicate
the statistical interpretation of the periodogram peaks values and of-
ten make analytical derivations of the significance levels (P -values)
out of reach. Additionally, the unknown statistics of the colored noise
complicate the picture. In the field of exoplanets, we can find many
examples of false planet detections driven by significance levels with
poor meaning.

Main Objective
Our objective is to provide a detection method that allows to exploit a
NTS (if available) and to estimate accurately the resulting P -values for
correlated noise models and irregularly sampled time series.

Composite hypothesis testing problem
Consider an irregularly sampled data time series x = [x1, . . . ,xN ]>

and the composite hypothesis testing problem:{
H0 : x = d|Md(θd) + n,

H1 : x = s|Ms(θs) + d|Md(θd) + n,
, n ∼ N (0,Σ) (1)

with n a zero mean, Gaussian stochastic noise component of unknown
covariance matrix; d a nuisance signal (unknown mean underH0) that
is generated from some modelMd with parameters θd; and s the un-
known deterministic (quasi-)periodic signal from some modelMs.

We consider the semi-supervised situations where part or all of the
following side information is available: 1) For d, the modelMd(θd)
is available (but the corresponding parameter θd vector is indeed un-
known). 2) For the stochastic part n, a set of L� N time series of the

noise (the NTS) is available:

TL := {n(i)}, i = 1, . . . , L, n(i) ∼ N (0,Σ). (2)

To cope with unknown noise correlations, our approach is based on
periodogram standardization p̃(νk|x, TL) [3] by an averaged peri-
odogram pL(νk|TL) based on the NTS. The p-value of the observed
test statistic tM := max

k
p̃ is

v(tM ) := Pr(TM > tM | H0) = 1− ΦTM(tM ) (3)

with ΦTM the unknown CDF of the test TM .

Semi-supervised standardized detection
Our semi-supervised standardized detection (3SD) procedure is com-
posed of two algorithms. One to compute the test statistic tM (Algo-
rithm 1), and one for the computation of its p-values (Algorithm 2).
We report the reader to the paper ID 2871 for the detailed description
of these algorithms.

Application to exoplanet detection
Fig 2 shows the Lomb-Scargle periodogram of radial velocity data of
the star α Centauri B around which a debated Earth-mass planet de-
tection has been claimed at the period of 3.2 days [1]. The results of
our Algorithm 2 with a given noise modelMd are displayed with the
solid lines on the left panel: accounting for estimation errors in the
nuisance parameters d leads to a p-value of about 1.5% of the largest
periodogram peak (against 0.02%, see dashed lines). There is some

uncertainty in the noise model, however: a similar though different
model (say,M′d), based on Gaussian processes was proposed in [2]. It
is therefore interesting to investigate how Algorithm 2 run with model
Md reacts when the data in reality undergo the slightly different model
M′d. To this end, Algorithm 2 was run with M′d, except in row 21,

which used modelMd. The results are shown in the right panel. The
p-value of the 3.2d peak, now 63.43%, indicates that this peak’s height
is in fact quite ordinary under the null hypothesis with model M′d,
showing that the 3.2d detection is not robust under such model errors.

Figure 1: Application to exoplanet detection. Black: data (standardized) Lomb-
Scargle periodgrams. Prior predictive p-values levels 0.1, 1 and 10% (solid) with their
90% confidence intervals (shade) estimated assuming modelMd is true in Algorithm
2. Left: P -values computed assuming the noise is a WGN and there is no estimation
error or error model (dashed). Right: P -value levels computed by Algorithm 2 if
modelM′

d 6=Md is true (dotted).

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have proposed a semi-supervised detection proce-
dure and a MC method allowing to evaluate the resulting p-values and
the impact of some model error. This procedure is designed to leverage
ancillary data such as a NTS, that is used for periodogram standardiza-
tion. The method is quite versatile in the periodograms, tests and noise
models that can be plugged-in. We have illustrated and validated the
procedure for exoplanet detection but it can be easily adapted to other
periodicity detection problems.
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